Field Assessment Report
IPA Flood Support Program
2013
As part of the Flood Disaster that was happened in Jakarta in January 2013, IPA planned to support the people that suffered from flood disaster, particularly in the education sector.

To follow up this plan, the IPA – CSR Committee has conducted the field assessment in two major areas that affected by the flood.

The First Assessment was conducted on Wednesday, January 23rd, 2013 at North Jakarta Area (Pademangan, Clincing and Koja areas). During the assessment the committee was not found any major impact that caused by the flood to the school facilities in these areas. The picture of first assessment attached.

The second assessment was conducted on Friday, January 25th 2013 at West Jakarta area.

There are two schools that were assessed namely SLTP Jame Pekojan (Islamic Private Junior High School) in Pekojan, West Jakarta and SLTP Islam / MTSn Chairiyah Mansuriah in Jembatan Lima, West Jakarta.

Both of this school are private school that consisted by students from low economy income.
SLTP Jame Pekojan, West Jakarta

- Consisted of 353 students.
- Low economy income students.
- Flood impact: +- 1 meter inside school area.
- Because of the floods, school activities was closed temporary for 8 days.
- The school located in the middle of dense and slum area.
- The school located beside of the historical mosque in Pekojan (Jami Annawier Mosque that was built 1760 M).
- Current condition: there are no aid support from Local Government and NGOs.
SLTP Jame Pekojan, West Jakarta

During Flood Condition
SLTP Jame Pekojan, West Jakarta

Post Flood Condition
SLTP Islam / MTSn Chairiyah Mansuriah

- Consisted of 250 students.
- Low economy income students.
- Flood impact: +- 65 cm inside school area.
- Because of the floods, school activities was closed temporarily for 9 days.
- The school located in the middle of dense and slum area.
- Current condition: there are no aid support from Local Government and NGOs.
SLTP Islam / MTSn Chairiyah Mansuriah

Post Flood Condition
Both of these schools are suggest to get assistance from IPA Flood Support 2013.
SLTP Jame Pekojan is the school that most suffered on their facilities in the Pekojan area.
We propose that this school shall get assistance such as school furniture, building renovation especially in laboratory, computer room and library.
At the SLTPI Chairiyah Mansuriyah the worst condition that affected by the flood is inside the library room. Therefore, we would like to propose to IPA for support school books, furniture, and minor renovation for the floor of the library room.
Budget Estimation

- Please see the attachment of RAB_IPA Flood Support 2013.xls
“Thank You”
Attachment of First Assessment on January 23, 2013

*) Pademangan, Clincing and Koja areas